
Description :
Following the worldwide success since 1920 of the CRÈME 
UNIVERSELLE SAPHIR, many consumers wanted to add a 
restorative and recolorant function to the already well-known 
properties of this cream. Our laboratory has worked for many 
years before developing, in collaboration with great leather 
manufacturers, the formula we propose today. This formula is 
unique on the market, it keeps all the properties of the CRÈME 
UNIVERSELLE, but also allows to repigment and repair the smooth 
leather flower without any risk of unloading on the clothes. As 
pleasant to use as the colourless CRÈME UNIVERSELLE, its use 
is as well recommended for leather goods as smooth leather 
garments. It possesses great recoloring power and has the ability 
to repair small surface defects of the fineries. Naturally, like its 
colourless version, it is used for regular care. In order to offer the 
best service to consumers, it is necessary to offer systematically the 
CRÈME UNIVERSELLE NOIRE when it comes to black polishing 
that will naturally be much better than its colorless version. Indeed, 
it is always preferable and desirable, as far as possible, to avoid 
using colorless products when a black version is available, in 
order to have a refreshing and delightful action of the black colour 
of the leather.

Article : 0904019

Size and Capacity : 
Capacity: PET bottle with label, 150 ml
Jar size: Length 33 x Width 55 x Height 150 mm

Packaging :
Quantity per box: 12
Box dimensions: Length 205 x Width 240 x Height 160 mm

Care Instructions : 
1.  Shake the bottle.
2. Spread CRÈME UNIVERSELLE SAPHIR with a 
cotton cloth, by rubbing leather.
3.  Let dry approximately 5 minutes.
4.  Polish.

Main ingredients :
The CRÈME UNIVERSELLE Saphir is based on 
Jojoba oil (extracted from the Jojoba nut which 
grows mainly in the dry regions of Mexico and south 
of the United States of America) which provides  
regenerative and anti-aging action to protect and 
maintain the flexibility of leather. Thanks to its richness 
in beeswax (28.9% of wax) and the incorporation 
of lanoline (grease secreted by sheep), the CRÈME 
UNIVERSELLE Saphir is known for its nourishing, 
moisturising, softening and shining properties.

Crème Universelle Noire


